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Executive summary

In the framework of the opening of residential electricity and natural gas markets for all
European countries from 1 July 2007, ERGEG carried out a survey on Pre-Contractual
Information (PCI).
This survey mainly aims at putting forward good practices in terms of pre-contractual
customer information in the countries that have already opened their residential market to
competition. This review of good practices, based on ERGEG's in-depth knowledge and
experience of the market, has produced a handbook that provides energy regulators with
a set of tools in the field of customer information. Indeed, regulators are expected to
contribute to the strengthening of customers' position in the liberalised market. The
publication of this report will also present to stakeholders good practices from regulators
across the EU.
The main results of the survey are the following:
Three categories of good practices and recommendations can be identified:
1 - Customer information service units
2 - PCI materials providing general information
3 - PCI materials providing specific information on suppliers
1 - Customer information service units
In addition to information from service providers, most of the sample countries offer a noncommercial customer information service, either managed by the regulator or one that is
the result of a joint initiative by regulators, consumer ombudsmen, consumer associations
and so forth. These customer information service units can be reached by phone, e-mail,
mail or fax. They all offer pre-contractual information through websites. All customer
information service units are non-profit organisations.
Some ratios are provided at the end of the survey to aid towards the shaping of future
customer information service units. These ratios are concerned with the amount of
contacts received and replies given to customers from customer information service units
run by regulators or consumer ombudsmen in the sample countries. Indeed, all sample
countries dedicate resources to customer information. However, the ratios demonstrate
that the dedicated amount varies substantially.
2 - PCI materials providing general information
This second category of PCI materials provide customers with general information on the
procedures in relation to the choice of an energy supplier, on bill components and on fees
that can be applied to particular types of consumers.
The following materials are recommended as good practices by sample countries:
- consumer guides and fact sheets
- FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions)
- leaflets accompanying incumbent suppliers’ or DSOs’ bills
- multi-channel advertising campaigns by regulators
- information notices designed by regulators and delivered by suppliers prior to contract
subscription
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3 – PCI materials providing specific information on suppliers
This third category of PCI materials provide customers with nominative information
relative to the nature of services offered by active suppliers: prices, duration of contracts
and quality of service.
The following materials are recommended as good practices by sample countries:
- - lists of suppliers
- - price comparators
- - statistics on complaints received and quality of service delivered by service providers
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Introduction

Year 2007 is an important year for the internal market in the European Union. According
to the European electricity (2003/54/EC) and gas (2003/55/EC) directives, all member
states should have opened their electricity and gas markets latest by July 1 to
competition.
In the framework of the Customer Protection Task Force (CPR TF), a survey on precontractual customer information was on the ERGEG 2006 agenda. The experience and
the good practices in those countries that have opened their residential markets could
benefit those that will open their residential markets by July 1, 2007.
Pre-contractual information may be defined as general information provided to energy
end-users prior to contractual arrangement with a service provider (Distribution System
Operator - DSO - and/or a supplier).
The objectives of this survey are the following:
- a review of the pre-contractual information available in the ERGEG countries that have
opened their residential energy market to competition as of 31 December 2005;
- a set of recommendations relative to pre-contractual information in these countries.
The findings that constitute a handbook on customer information are published in the
present document.
Firstly, the report puts forward a mapping of the different sample countries on the basis of
the way they handle pre-contractual information and requests of information from energy
end-users.
Secondly, the report focuses on good practices in terms of pre-contractual information
available in the sample countries.
Ultimately, the report dwells on the quantitative aspects of pre-contractual information by
giving evaluations of the number of contacts relative to energy end-users and proceeded
by each sample country.
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Methodology

3.1

Sample of the survey

The countries within the EU/EEA that have opened their electricity and/or natural gas
residential markets as of December 31, 2005 to competition were the basis of this survey.
Thus, the CPR TF requested the inputs from the energy regulators of the following
countries:
- Austria
- Belgium (Flanders)
- Denmark
- Finland
- Germany
- Ireland
- Italy
- The Netherlands
- Norway
- Spain
- Sweden
- The UK
All countries sent either complete or partial answers. Therefore, the response rate is very
high and ERGEG members shall be thanked for their helpful contribution.
Answers from Italy refer only to gas, since the electricity market for residential customers
is not open yet. Answers from Sweden, Finland and Norway refer only to electricity, since
the gas market for residential customers is also not open yet.

3.2

Collection of inputs for the report: 2 questionnaires

In order to collect the data that would serve as inputs in the report, 2 questionnaires were
developed:
- a qualitative questionnaire (E06-CPR-03-03)
- a quantitative questionnaire (E06-CPR-03-04)
Qualitative questionnaire
The qualitative questionnaire aimed at collecting good practices and recommendations
relative to pre-contractual information. This questionnaire was to be filled by the energy
regulators.
Sample countries were asked to describe 5 pre-contractual information practices available
in their country that they would like to recommend to the other ERGEG countries.
Each description had to include:
- the pre-contractual information content (e.g.: price comparator, FAQ, consumer guide
and so forth)
- the pre-contractual information emitter(s) (e.g.: the energy regulator, a consumer
association, journalists, DSOs and so forth )
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-

the pre-contractual information channel(s) (e.g.: web, mail, telephone, radio, outlets)
a set of scanned images or screen shots of the given pre-contractual material in order
to make the description more lively.

All contributions of sample countries are not described completely. To illustrate the scope
of PCI tools, a representative sample is presented in this survey.
A synthesis of the contributions is presented below in section 3.2 “Good practices and
recommendations relative to pre-contractual information (PCI) materials in sample
countries".
Quantitative questionnaire
The quantitative questionnaire aimed at collecting data relative to the pre-contractual
information contacts received or delivered by the energy regulator to energy end-users.
This questionnaire was to be filled by the energy regulator except if another authority
seemed better placed to do it.
In the UK, Energywatch answered this questionnaire instead of Ofgem (British energy
regulator).
In Sweden, the Consumer Electricity Advice Bureau answered this questionnaire instead
of EMI (Swedish energy regulator).
In the 10 other sample countries, the energy regulators answered the questionnaire.
This questionnaire enabled the collection of national data relative to the following items:
- number of energy end-users
- number of employees in the customer unit in charge of the information and requests of
energy end-users
- number of contacts received by the customer service unit from energy end-users (incoming contacts)
- number of contacts delivered by the customer service unit to energy end-users (outgoing contacts)
- channels and tools used to receive or deliver pre-contractual information to energy
end-users
A synthesis of the contributions is presented below in section 3.3 “Quantitative aspects
and communication channels”.
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Results of the survey

4.1

ERGEG members and the way they handle information and requests of
energy end-users

Each ERGEG member has a specific way of dealing with information and requests from
energy end-users.
Nevertheless, some countries resort to the same kinds of organisations, as shown in
graph 1:
Graph 1: Main organisations dealing with non-commercial information/requests of energy
end-users in sample countries
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Good practices and recommendations relative to pre-contractual
information (PCI) materials in sample countries

Three categories of good practices and recommendations can be identified throughout the
data collected in the qualitative questionnaire:
- PCI materials providing general information
- PCI materials providing specific information on suppliers
- Other interesting initiatives carried out to promote PCI

1

Ombudsman. Public organisation which receives, investigates and facilitates the resolution of complaints
involving consumers and service providers. The 'customer ombudsman' term may also be used to name the
internal mediation service of a service provider.
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4.2.1 PCI materials providing general information
This first category of PCI materials encompasses materials aiming at improving energy
end-users‘ knowledge on open markets. These materials provide consumers with general
and practical information in relation with the selection of an energy supplier.

a) Consumer guides and fact sheets
In most sample countries, these materials are issued by regulators, consumer
ombudsmen and consumer associations. They are available on-line (website pages or
specific documents to be downloaded) and in the form of brochures, leaflets or fact sheets
on particular issues such as “what to do with your energy when moving in”, “how to switch
supplier” or “how to save money with your energy”.
These documents are most of the time concise and resort to terms easy to understand for
end-users. Some of the sample countries point out that these documents have to be
illustrated with pictures in order to enhance their liveliness.
In Austria, since the beginning of the market opening, Energie-Control has published five
different brochures. In these brochures Energie-Control describes in simple words what
has changed since the electricity and gas market have been opened to competition. In
cooperation with the “Verein für Konsumenteninformation” (customer association)
Energie-Control has published a special customer brochure. In this brochure it is
described, how easy it is to switch the supplier. These brochures were sent to many public
authorities and consumer associations. On request from customers, these brochures are
also sent per mail to them for free.
Graph 2: Brochures relative to customer information (E-Control)
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In Belgium (Flanders), a brochure on what to do when moving “Don’t forget to move your
energy” was issued by the Flemish regulator. Indeed, VREG received a lot of questions
and complaints from consumers relevant to moving from one residence to another and
what to do with the energy supplier. This brochure delivers practical information.
Graph 3: Front-page of the brochure “Don’t forget to move your energy” by VREG

This brochure has a step-by-step approach and gives information about what to do when
a customer moves (e.g. informing supplier of the move, informing the supplier of the meter
index on the day of the move).
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Graph 4: Step-by-step guidance in the “Don’t forget to move your energy” brochure by VREG

There is also a small “move-quiz” on the VREG website. A few general questions are
asked about the steps a customer has to take in order to “move” his energy supply to his
new residence. When the wrong answer is given, the right answer is explained to the
visitor.
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Graph 5: Move-quiz by VREG

In Finland, a guidebook for consumers ”How to compete electricity retailers” was issued
by Energy Market Authority (EMA). This guidebook includes information about the issues
related to the request for offers from electricity suppliers and to switching supplier. The
guidebook is made for those end-users who do not have Internet or who do not have the
skills to use it (elderly consumers especially).
The content of the guidebook is not complicated and the layout is very simple. Some of
the information is shown in pictures. This makes the guidebook easy to read and
understand. The publication includes information on different elements of electricity supply
and also some examples how to calculate and compare the prices of different electricity
retailers.
The guidebook also includes an example of the electricity invoice. The most important
information is pointed out by colours and underlining. The consumer is also informed on
how to find the amounts of consumed electricity.
One of the most relevant sections of this publication concerns the request for proposals
and the supplier's switch. The guidebook clarifies how to contact the retailers and what to
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do with the old and new electricity contracts. These processes are clarified through phaseby-phase pictures.
Graph 6: Pages dedicated to an explanation of the different bill components in the guidebook “How
to compete electricity retailers?” by EMA

In Sweden, the Energy Markets Inspectorate drafts and makes information sheets
available for customers. The information sheets can be found on the homepage of the
Inspectorate or can be sent to customers. The Inspectorate is producing new information
sheets about relevant customer issues such as “how to make a gas/electricity supplier
switch”, “connection and fees” and “network tariffs”. Furthermore, the homepage of the
Inspectorate provides general information about the electricity market.
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Graph 7: Example of an information sheet by Energy Markets Inspectorate

In the United-Kingdom, a registered charity that provides help and advice to people
aged 60 and over (Age Concern) publishes specific fact sheets aimed at those over 60
and provides helpful advice about energy efficiency and saving money on energy bills. It
also provides a number of contact details for other organisations that can provide advice
on switching supplier, such as Energywatch (UK’s consumer ombudsman).
The fact sheets include guidance on energy efficiency, grants and schemes available to
customers over 60 through government and energy suppliers, saving money by switching
supplier and details of other organisations to contact for advice on switching supplier.
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b) Frequently Asked Questions
Most of the regulators deliver a list of the most frequently asked questions on their website
to help customers find the relevant information.
In Germany, the BNetzA delivers a wide range of FAQ on the following topics: energy
contracts, switching options, price components, universal supplier.
Graph 8: list of FAQs on the BnetzA website

In Italy, AEEG publishes a list of FAQs on gas market opening, supplier switching
procedures and customer’s rights and guarantees.
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In Norway, NVE provides customers with a Questions & Answers section in the
regulator’s electricity market web page.
Graph 9: Questions & Answers relative to procedures (NVE website)

c) Leaflets accompanying incumbent suppliers’ or DSOs’ bills
In some countries, regulators imposed incumbent suppliers or DSOs to disseminate a
leaflet with information on market opening and on customer’s right to switch supplier.
For example, in Spain, incumbent suppliers were obliged by the regulatory authority,
CNE, to disseminate, at the opening of the energy markets, a leaflet together with the
energy bill. 26.000.000 leaflets have been issued through this communication channel.
These postal deliveries turned out to be the cheapest, fastest and most efficient way of
supplying information to consumers.
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Graph 10: leaflet with information on market opening by CNE

d) Multi-channel advertising campaigns by regulators
In order to reach a maximum number of energy end-users with an optimal efficiency,
some sample countries have resorted to multi-channel advertising campaigns.
In Spain, the CNE together with the Ministry of Industry, launched in 2003 an advertising
campaign on TV, radio, press and billboards in order to inform consumers about their
options regarding the energy supply.
Graph 11: Advertisement in written press by CNE and Spanish Ministry of Industry
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Graph 12: Advertisement on tramways by CNE and Spanish Ministry of Industry

In Belgium (Flanders), an advertising campaign was developed by the regulatory
agency, VREG through complementary channels: a TV spot with general information was
broadcasted on the Flemish regional channels in December 2004 and 2005, and a
general radio spot about the liberalisation for household customers was broadcasted in
July 2003.

e) Information notices delivered by suppliers prior to contract subscription
In Italy, a notice describes in plain language consumers rights and suppliers’ obligations
defined in the gas commercial code of conduct issued by the regulatory agency, AEEG.
The notice covers rules on salespersons’ behaviour, mandatory information and
documents that must be provided to the customers before the subscription of a new
contract, transparency of price and supply conditions and cooling-off periods.
A final check list helps the customer to verify the correctness of the suppliers’ marketing
activity. Suppliers must provide a copy of this notice to potential customers when offering
a free market supply contract together with a copy of the proposed contract and other
information material. AEEG has drafted the text of the notice while suppliers are free to
include their own graphics.
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Graph 12B: Information notice defined by AEEG that suppliers must give to final customers before
the subscription of a new gas supply contract (graphics by suppliers are admitted)
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4.2.2 PCI materials providing specific information on suppliers
This second category of PCI materials aims at giving energy end-users specific
information on suppliers in order to facilitate the choice of supplier.

a) Lists of energy suppliers
In most sample countries (Belgium – Flanders, Denmark, Finland, The Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden), regulators, consumer ombudsmen, consumer associations and
branch organisations provide lists of suppliers.

In Belgium (Flanders), the VREG website contains four lists of suppliers: one for
residential customers, one for local authorities, one for small companies and one for large
companies.
All licensed suppliers are asked to keep VREG informed about the types of consumers
they target.
The information provided about the suppliers covers:
- names of the suppliers (alphabetically)
- contact address (post address, telephone, fax, e-mail, contact person/unit) and their
website address
- type of energy supplied (electricity, gas or both).
The list is to be found on the website of VREG. It can also be obtained by writing, faxing
or calling VREG. In this case, it is a document with a listed overview of suppliers.

Graph 13: list of suppliers for domestic customers by VREG
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In Denmark, the Association of Danish Energy Companies provides a list of the suppliers
present in the country.

b) Price comparators
These services, available in most of the countries, offer a free price comparison service.
They are provided by the regulator and also, in some countries (Belgium (Flanders),
Denmark, Germany, Norway, Sweden, and the UK) by consumer organisations/agencies,
competition authorities or private websites. Some comparators concentrate on the price
aspect, others also include criteria like the duration of the contract, the variability of prices,
the greenness of the electricity and so forth.
The main channel giving access to this service is the Internet. In Austria, Belgium and
the UK the price comparison service can also be obtained by calling the regulator.

In Austria, E-Control offers a tariff calculator on its website. The tariff calculator calculates
the best prices for individual consumption per individual area (postal code) and shows a
list with all suppliers, who provide customers in this area.
Graph 14: Tariff calculator by E-Control
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In Belgium (Flanders), the VREG website provides a price comparison service, on the
basis of the energy use and some other specific information (consumption of electricity
and gas in the previous year). Prices are provided by suppliers to VREG and are updated
on a monthly basis. The comparison service is the most visited page of the VREG
website. It can also be obtained by writing, faxing or telephoning VREG.
In Denmark, DERA, the Danish regulatory agency, emphasizes the importance of
available price information and the possibility of price comparison before choosing a new
supplier. DERA has set rules, which state that electricity and gas companies shall publish
their prices and terms on their web-sites and that companies shall report their prices to
selected consumer price calculators. There are two consumer price calculators: one on
natural gas, run by the system operator, and one on electricity, run by the Association of
Danish Energy Companies.

Graph 15: Homepage of electricity price calculator by the Association of Danish Energy Companies

In Finland, the price comparison service for electricity end-users is available on the web
site of the Finnish Energy Market Authority. The Energy Market Authority administers the
service while the price data and service product information are given by the electricity
retailers. The online service was launched on 3 February 2006. This service offers a real
time opportunity for customers to compare the prices of electricity retailers in the area
selected by the end-user. The end-user may choose between different electricity supply
and metering services (products). It is also possible for the end-user to choose between
different contract types e.g. fixed or open-ended contracts.
Following the above-mentioned selections, the customer may start the search and a list of
retailers will be shown on the web site. The list gives specific information of each retailer’s
services. This information includes the name of retailer, the name of electricity product,
the annual price (€ / year), the average price (cent / kWh) and the origin of the produced
electricity. In addition, the price comparison service includes general information of
quotations and consumption of electricity. By choosing the selected icon the information
will be shown on the web site.
During five months of operation, the users have run over 450.000 comparative searches
through the service (Finland has about 3 million electricity end-users).
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Graph 16: Homepage of price comparison service by EMA

Moreover, in Finland, an on-line market place is offered by Vaihtovirta.fi, which is an
independent service provider whose services are open to all electricity users. The retailers
may make offers through the service and the customers may also empower the
Vaihtovirta.fi to make their electricity retail contract with the chosen retailer. The benefit of
this service for customers is that they are able to ask for commercial offers from many
retailers at the same place.
The web site includes detailed information about the facts customers should know before
entering into a new electricity contract. These facts are:
- the name of the present retailer,
- the name of the DSO,
- the type of the electricity service product,
- the annual consumption of the electricity.
It also offers general information customers need to know with relation to the supplier
switching process. Finally, the web site service includes a private link to customers’ online banking services. This guarantees the customers´ privacy protection and data
security. The contracting service is available only to those customers who have a personal
PIN code and password for their own banking services.
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Graph 17: On-line market place by Vaihtovirta

In Germany, a private website named “Verivox” offers a web based database, which
enables each customer to identify the most economical suppliers for his region and for his
consumption level. The database is very easy to use. A customer only needs to fill out the
average yearly consumption level in kWh per year and the postal code. The database
then compiles a list of available suppliers for the chosen region with information on the
yearly costs, the name of the tariff, the working price in ct per kWh and the basic price in
EUR per year. It is usually possible to directly download an application form for a new
energy supply contract. The price calculator is offered free of charge.
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Graph 18: Price calculator by Verivox

In Sweden, the Swedish Consumer Agency is responsible for a tariff calculator which is
available on the homepage of the agency. Customers can see with this calculator which
electricity supplier is having the lowest price at that moment. When using the tariff
calculator customers can indicate their consumption and see how much money will be
saved if they switch to the supplier with the lowest price. It is voluntary for the suppliers to
publish their prices in the calculator. However, most suppliers publish their prices since
they want to be consulted by consumers.
Graph 19: Tariff calculator by the Swedish Consumer Agency
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c) Statistics on complaints received and quality of service delivered
In some sample countries, the regulator or the consumer ombudsman publishes indicators
and ratios on the amount of complaints received from energy end-users. This data
concerns service providers or presents indicators relative to service providers' quality of
service.
In the Netherlands, a Scorecard was designed and implemented during a period in which
both the regulator (DTe) and energy companies acknowledged that there was a real
problem in handling administrative processes (timeliness, completeness). This was one
year after the liberalisation of the retail market.
The Scorecard gives insight into suppliers’ and DSOs' performance in execution of
administrative billing processes (timeliness of switching, customer move out / move in,
billing). Performance indicators were designed and implemented in good cooperation with
suppliers (and DSOs). Each supplier (and DSO) with a significant number of customer
contracts (/connections to the grid) has the obligation to submit monthly information about
their performance.
The Scorecard is published on the regulator’s (DTe) website quarterly and intends to
provide consumers with information to assess their service providers and competitors.
Although not many consumers may find their way directly to the regulator’s website, there
is “spin off” communication (press releases, etc.) that does find its way to consumers. A
secondary effect is that “naming and shaming” appeals to a company’s “pride” and
stimulates service providers to try to outperform their competitors, or at least not perform
below par. Service providers have shown a real drive to enhance their administrative
performance as a result of the Scorecard. Timeliness of processes has improved and
backlog has decreased.
Possible future enhancements include choosing more effective communication channels
(e.g. popular consumer websites) and including more aspects of performance (customer
complain handling, call centre performance, etc.). This will provide consumers with a more
balanced view of companies’ performance.
Reviewing administrative processes of service providers and comparing and publishing
the results is part of the existing strategy from the Netherlands Competition Authority
(NMa) to increase transparency in the energy market which is also important for
consumers’ faith in energy market.
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Graph 20: Example of a scorecard published by DTe

On the other hand, in the Netherlands, since the liberalisation of the Dutch electricity
market for consumers, DTe has received numerous complaints about the quality of the
complaint settlement process (CSP) of energy suppliers.
A bad quality of the CSP can have a negative effect on the trust of consumers in the
benefits of the free market. Consumers are reluctant to change their energy supplier if
they do not trust energy suppliers to handle problems regarding the switching process
(e.g. incorrect and late billing) in a quick and correct manner. Furthermore the CSP is an
important aspect of the quality of service, whereas the quality of service can be an
important aspect in the consumers´ choice of supplier.
For this reason, DTe investigated the quality of CSP of the ten largest energy suppliers
representing 95% of the market. More than 2.000 consumers, who had filed a complaint
against their energy supplier, where asked in a telephone interview to rate the following
aspects of the CSP:
- Duration of the CSP
- Service delivered during CSP
- Accuracy delivered during CSP
- General satisfaction of the CSP
DTe has published the results on its website. Consumers can check the differences in
quality of CSP of the ten largest suppliers. In 2006, DTe will repeat the investigation since
the quality of the CSP of all these suppliers was insufficient.
Reviewing administrative processes of energy suppliers and DSOs and comparing and
publishing the results is part of the Netherlands Competition Authority (NMa) strategy to
increase transparency in the energy market which is also important for consumers’ faith in
energy market.
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Graph 21: Results of the survey on CSP published by Dte

In the United-Kingdom, Energywatch (consumer watchdog) publishes on its website
statistics that give an overview of all complaints and enquiries received. Complaint
statistics give customers an indication of how good a supplier’s service is. This allows
customers to make an informed decision when they switch based on the level of service
they can expect, rather than just basing their decision on price alone.
The complaint statistics show the number of complaints Energywatch has received for
each supplier per 1,000 customers. Energywatch publishes the complaints statistics by
complaint category, the three main categories being direct selling, transfers and account
and billing. The example below shows account and billing complaints:
Graph 22: Statistics on account and billing complaints published by Energywatch
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4.2.3 Other interesting initiatives to promote PCI
a) Non-commercial customer information service units
In addition to information from service providers, most sample countries offer a noncommercial customer information service, either managed by the regulator or one that is
the result of a joint initiative by regulators, consumer ombudsmen and consumer
associations. These customer information service units can be reached by phone, e-mail,
mail or fax. They all offer pre-contractual information through websites. All customer
information service units are non-profit organisations.
In Spain (CNE), the call-centre can be reached through a charge-free phone number.
Graph 23: Web Page dedicated to consumer information by CNE

In a few countries, consumer ombudsmen have been created to handle energy customers'
requests.
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In Sweden, the Swedish Consumer Electricity Advice Bureau provides advice and
guidance to consumers in various matters, concerning the electricity market. The Bureau
is a joint-initiative by Energy Markets Inspectorate, the energy regulator, the Swedish
Consumer Agency and Swedenergy, a trade association. Information and guidance are
free of charge. Information and guidance are mostly given over the telephone, but it is
also possible to contact the Bureau by sending a letter, fax or web mail.
Graph 24: Web Page dedicated to consumer guidance by the Swedish Consumer
Electricity Advice Bureau
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In the Netherlands, ConsuWijzer is a joint initiative of the Netherlands Competition
Authority (including its energy regulator, DTe), the Independent Post and Telecom
Authority (OPTA) and the Consumer Authority. It provides consumers with answers to
frequently asked questions, tips, examples and addresses of relevant organisations such
as the conciliation and arbitration boards. This service is available by telephone or upon
the ConsuWijzer web site. It started in July 2006, and a media campaign to promote the
service is to follow soon.
Graph 25: ConsuWijzer website homepage
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In the UK, Energywatch is the independent gas and electricity watchdog for England,
Wales and Scotland (Northern Ireland excluded). It was set up in November 2000 through
the Utility Act to protect and promote the interests of all gas and electricity consumers.
Energywatch provides free, impartial information and advice and addresses complaints on
behalf of consumers who are experiencing difficulty in resolving problems directly with
their energy companies. Services are delivered in partnership with a range of other caring
organisations and advice-giving bodies.
The "Energy Smart" campaign mentions on various materials a charge-free telephone
number to receive free help and advice on being energy efficient. Another telephone
number is available which informs consumers how to save money on gas and electricity
bills.
Graph 26: “Energy Smart campaign” web page by Energywatch
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In some sample countries, consumer associations also offer call centres to handle
requests from energy end-users.
In Austria, information is also provided to consumers through the network of an
association for customer information, the "Verein für Konsumenteninformation" (VKI - not
specialised in energy). The information is given by telephone, mail and e-mail.
Graph 27: Web page dedicated to energy by VKI
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b) Codes of conduct
In some sample countries, stakeholders in the energy sector put forward codes of conduct
in order to better regulate the acquisition and retention of customers and prevent
malpractices. In some other sample countries, such commitments are standard conditions
of the energy supply licences.
In the Netherlands, the energy sector has responded positively to the recently published
call by the Netherlands Competition Authority (NMa) to draw up a code of conduct for
acquisition and customer retention. In the coming periods, the NMa will closely monitor
whether the code of conduct contributes to ensuring that consumers are no longer the
victims of misleading and unfair acquisition.
Graph 28: Code of good conduct sponsored by NMa
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4.3

Quantitative aspects and communication channels

4.3.1 Number of contacts proceeded by customer information service units
In addition to information from service providers, most of the sample countries offer a noncommercial customer information service, either managed by the regulator or one that is
the result of a joint initiative by regulators, consumer ombudsmen, consumer associations
and so forth. These customer information service units can be reached by phone, e-mail,
mail or fax. They all offer pre-contractual information through websites. All customer
information service units are non-profit organisations.
The data collected during the quantitative questionnaire has enabled the building of
several ratios delivering information on the way sample countries handle the information
and requests of energy end-users.
The ratios are the following:
- number of employees from the non-commercial customer information service unit
per million of energy end-users
- number of annual in-coming telephone calls from energy end-users per million of
energy end-users
- number of annual in-coming e-mails from energy end-users per million of energy
end-users
- number of annual in-coming mails from energy end-users per million of energy
end-users.
The ratios provided below seek to help the shaping of future customer information service
units. They demonstrate that all regulators dedicate resources to customer information.
They also point out the variety of situations among the sample countries: scope of
missions of regulators, other organisations involved in customer information. The data
concerning Energywatch in the UK reveal the resources devoted to this consumer
authority and its high level of activity as a consequence.
Results by sample country:
Graph 29: list of the main organisations that have filled the quantitative questionnaire
Country

Name of the organisation

Type of organisation

Austria

Energie-Control GmbH

Regulator

Belgium (Flanders)

VREG

Regulator (regional)

Denmark

Danish Energy Regulatory Authority

Regulator

Finland

Energy Market Authority (EMA)

Regulator

Germany

BNetzA

Regulator

Ireland

Commission for Energy Regulation

Regulator

Italy

AEEG

Regulator
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Country

Name of the organisation

Type of organisation

Netherlands

The Netherlands Competition Authority
Competition Authority / Regulator
(NMa) / Office of Energy Regulation (DTe) (included within NMa)

Norway

NVE

Regulator

Spain

CNE

Regulator

Sweden

Consumer Electricity Advice Bureau

Cooperation between regulator /
consumer agency / trade association

UK

Energywatch

Consumer authority

Graph 30: number of end-users and employees in the customer information service units of the
organisations that have filled the quantitative questionnaire (equivalent full-time jobs, in the case
that some employees dedicate a part of their time to this task).

Number of electricity
end-users

Number of gas
end-users

Approx. number
of employees
(front and backoffice)

Austria

5,122,000

1,310,500

7.5

Belgium
(Flanders)

3,043,000

1,607,000

6

Denmark

3,100,000

352,500

NA*

Finland

3,050,000

36,000

NA*

Germany

52,000,000

14,000,000

12

Ireland

2,000,000

544,000

2

(1)

18,720,000

6

Netherlands

7,544,000

6,685,000

5

Norway

2,600,000

NA (very few)

NA*

Spain

23,437,000

6,038,000

24

Sweden

5,200,000

NA

4

UK

28,500,000

21,600,000

216

Country

Italy

(1) electricity market not yet open for residential customers
(*) NA: not available data; see comments on next page.

The ratios calculated in the following graphs use the electricity end-users' numbers as the
numbers of energy end-users in all countries, except for Italy, where the number of gas
end-users has been used.
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Graph 31: number of employees of the customer information service unit per million of energy endusers
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In Denmark, DERA has no dedicated customer service unit. The section for electricity
and gas markets handles contacts from consumers on complaints regarding the specific
energy legislation, economic regulation of electricity and gas companies as well as
questions on the market. DERA also serves as a secretariat to the private Energy
Supplies Complaint Board, which handles complaints from end-users on general contract
law questions. There are 17.5 employees on these areas. It has to be noted that,
electricity and gas TSOs have played a major role regarding general and specific PCI
when full market liberalisation was initiated and that energy suppliers play a role in
customer PCI as well.
In Finland, the EMA does not have any special customer service unit or nominated
employees for customer service. All 30 employees are doing customer service tasks
(guidance by telephone or email, updating information on web-pages, planning of
customer leaflets etc.) as a part of their normal tasks. It is impossible to count how much
of their time has been used for customer service tasks.
In Germany, the customer service unit provides only basic information to the customers,
mainly dealing with general pre-contractual issues and the role and competencies of the
Regulatory Authority. More complex customer requests are dealt with within the energy
department itself and are distributed to all employees according to their field of reference.
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In Ireland, CER is currently developing a full consumer service which will have dedicated
staff.
In Norway, Nve has no customer service unit. The section for electricity market handles
contacts from end-users. This section has 10 employees.
In Spain, according to the legislation, most of the customer protection responsibilities are
delegated to the regional authorities. In this regard, each regional authority devotes
special resources to customer protection and they have set up special units on this
purpose. In parallel, the CNE also deals with this issue through the External Relations
Department. The data in this graph is only based on the CNE's own resources, and does
not include those devoted by regional authorities.
In Sweden, Beyond the Consumer Electricity Advice Bureau, the regulator (Energy
Markets Inspectorate) also plays a role in PCI. The regulator handles contacts from endusers. The Inspectorate has 60 employees.

a) Incoming contacts
Graph 32: number of annual in-coming telephone calls from energy end-users per million of energy
end-users
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The Spanish regulator has reported that it offers a charge-free phone number.
In Denmark, DERA does not have a customer service unit, but the statistics cover the
end-user calls regarding DERA’s function as secretariat for the private Energy Supplies
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Complaint Board. The regional net companies/suppliers often have consumer service
units (call centres) and they keep statistics on the area.
In Finland, the number of calls is an estimation based on a two-week sample period in
May 2006.
Graph 33: number of annual in-coming e-mails from energy end-users per million of energy endusers
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In Belgium (Flanders), VREG receives many e-mails from energy end-users
(approximately 130 e-mails per month), but does not have more detailed data.
In Denmark, DERA does not have a special customer service unit, and there is no
separate data on end-user e-mails to the secretariat for the Energy Supplies Complaint
Board.
In Finland, the provided data was an estimation that included the total aggregate number
of written mail (both e-mail and mail). In the above graph, the total aggregate number has
been halved.
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Graph 34: number of annual in-coming mails from energy end-users per million of energy
end-users
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In Belgium (Flanders), data includes written mail (e-mail and mail) concerning
complaints, not questions for general information.
In Denmark, DERA has no special customer service unit, and it is not possible to isolate
the mail to the Energy Supplies Complaint Board on end-users, as the Board can receive
mail from an end-user several times during the handling of a dispute.
In Finland, the provided data was an estimation that included the total aggregate number
of written mail (both e-mail and mail). In the above graph the total aggregate number has
been halved.

b) Out-going contacts
Out-going contacts are not systematically registered as a data by sample countries:


Statistic data regarding annual out-going telephone calls were reported only by 3
countries: the Netherlands, Spain and the UK.



Statistic data regarding annual out-going e-mails were reported only by 5
countries: Austria, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, the UK.
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Statistic data regarding annual out-going mails were reported only by 4 countries:
Austria, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands.



Only three countries (Austria, the UK and Belgium - Flanders) have reported
that they distribute brochures/leaflets in large quantities (more than 1,000 per
million of end-users).
o



In Belgium (Flanders), VREG distributes:
 a general brochure on the liberalisation of the Flemish energy
market and the role that VREG plays in informing consumers;
 a brochure on what to do when moving “Don’t forget to move your
energy”. VREG received a lot of questions and complaints from
consumers when moving from one residence to another and what
to do with the energy supplier. This brochure gives practical
information and FAQ’s and has 2 forms to be filled out (one for the
new address, one for the previous address).

Only 3 countries (Austria, Spain and the UK) have reported that they carry out
road shows.

4.3.2 Advertising and press relations
This graph indicates the scope of the channels/tools used by sample countries in the last
12 months.
Graph 35: channels/tools used by sample countries
Advertising campaigns
Authorities/
Country

Austria

Written
Press

TV

Radio

X

X

X

Cinema

Press
relations

Outlets

Energy bills

X

Belgium
(Flanders)

X

Denmark

X

Finland

X

Germany

X

Ireland

X

Italy

X

Norway

X

Spain

X

Sweden

X

Netherlands

X

X

UK

X

X
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In Belgium (Flanders) and Spain, advertising campaigns (written press, TV and radio)
have been developed only at the opening of the household markets.
In Spain, a leaflet has been inserted in the energy bill envelope at the opening of the
market.
In Denmark, DERA distributes a newsletter every three months and writes articles about
energy topics but the information is not directed to end-users. DERA has been on TV, as
the Energy Supplies Complaint Board for end-users was established, and DERA often
issues press releases.
In Sweden, in the nearest future, the regulator will use advertising channels as
newspapers and magazines.
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Contact list

Country

Name of the
organisation

Type of
organisation

Person to be
contacted

e-mail

Austria

Energie-Control
GmbH

Regulator

Jürgen
Göttinger

juergen.goettinger@e-control.at

Belgium
(Flanders)

VREG

Regulator
(regional)

Sarah Van
Kerckhoven

sarah.vankerckhoven@vreg.be

Denmark

Danish Energy
Regulatory
Authority

Regulator

Annemaria
Amerenzes

ama@ks.dk

Finland

Energy Market
Authority (EMA)

Regulator

Antti Paananen
Timo Lankinen

ap@emvi.fi
tl@emvi.fi

Germany

BNetzA

Regulator

Yvonne Finger

yvonne.finger@bnetza.de

Ireland

Commission for
Energy
Regulation

Regulator

NA

NA

Italy

AEEG

Regulator

Dario Franchi

dfranchi@autorita.energia.it

Netherlands

The Netherlands
Competition
Authority (NMa)/
Office of Energy
Regulation
(DTe)

Ton Buitelaar
Competition
Authority/Regulator
(included within
NMa)

Norway

NVE

Regulator

Olav
Kolbeinstveit

oko@nve.no

Spain

CNE

Regulator

Gema Rico
Rivas

dre@cne.es

Sweden

Consumer
Electricity
Advice Bureau

Bo Hesselgren
Cooperation
between
regulator/consumer
agency/trade
association

UK

Energywatch

Consumer
authority

Ben Wilson

a.buitelaar@nmanet.nl

bo@elradgivningsbyran.se

ben.wilson@energywatch.org.uk

For general questions, you can also contact the Chair Person of the CPR TF (Patricia de
Suzzoni - patricia.de-suzzoni@cre.fr) or André Piérard (andre.pierard@cre.fr).
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